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Introduction
Chemicals and fuels are produced through catalytic gasliquid-solid reactions in a wide range of industries, including petrochemicals, fine chemicals, pharmaceuticals and biochemicals. Conventional technologies to host such gas-liquid-solid reactions are fixed-bed, slurry bubble column and fluidized-bed reactors. Slurry bubble column reactors, and fluidized beds to a lesser extent, combine three major advantages: the possibility for continuous catalyst replacement, a much reduced intra-particular diffusion path length (due to the small size of catalyst particles), and a good heat transfer efficiency. However, they suffer from some drawbacks such as liquid back-mixing, significant attrition of the catalyst and need for catalyst separation and recycling. On the other hand, despite fixed-bed reactors can be operated closer to plug flow with negligible attrition of catalyst, restrictions quickly emerge regarding soaring pressure drops which ultimately force a use of large (millimetric) particles which unavoidably imply significant internal diffusional limitations. In addition, the traditional cocurrent downward configuration (trickle-bed reactors) can give rise to maldistribution of the liquid resulting in catalyst partial wetting at low flow rates which render such reactors prone to hot spots inception, thus catalyst deactivation and even thermal runaway [1] . Another difficulty encountered with conventional multiphase reactors is their scale-up to industrial size units. Although these conventional reactors still play a major role in industrial processes, researchers strive looking for advantageous alternative technologies.
Structured reactors have been claimed over the past several years to offer interesting possibilities; among them, Monolith Reactors (MRs), also called 'honeycomb reactors', have been considerably studied for almost four decades as they represent a promising cutting-edge technology to circumvent the above mentioned problems enumerated in the case of conventional reactors. MRs were initially developed as catalytic converters for the automotive industry; they have been extended to include other environmental applications such as selective reductions (DeNOx catalysts) used in power plants and incinerators [2] . More recently, MRs have emerged as promising candidates competing with conventional gas-liquid-solid reactors, as they offer several advan- 
Dimensionless Groups
Ca Capillary number,
Re G Superficial gas Reynolds number,
tages, e.g., the catalytic layer deposited on the wall of the numerous MR channels is thin enough (ca. 10 m) to minimize internal diffusional resistances; the channels host specifically tunable gas-liquid flow regimes (chief among them the so-called Taylor or train bubble or slug flow), which can prove particularly convenient in terms of mass transfer interfacial area; pressure drop in MR is low; fluids flow freely avoiding reactor fouling and clogging and limiting the occurrence of hot spots; MRs offer the opportunity to perform efficient reaction heat removal through the monolith backbone provided that it is built in highly heat-conducting material. Many works have been dedicated to the study of MR operation where the literature reports experimental studies of fluid distribution into the channels of monolith blocks [3] [4] [5] [6] , flow regimes inside the channels [7] [8] [9] [10] , and mass transfer between gas and liquid phases over the entire apparatus [11, 12] . The overall volumetric gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient, k L a, was reported to be much larger in MR operating in the Taylor flow regime (0.1-1 s −1 ) [11, 13, 14] than in stirred tanks (0.03-0.4 s −1 ), bubble columns (0.005-0.25 s −1 ) or packed beds (0.004-1 s −1 ) [15] . This enhanced mass transfer was attributed to the existence of a thin liquid film (a few tens of m) between the bubble and the channel wall, as well as to the efficient convective mixing within the liquid slugs provided they are short enough [16] . Of practical interest, it was shown that k L a values measured in MR correlate rather well with those predicted from single-channel models [11, 14] . Indeed, most of the experimental and theoretical works on gas-liquid mass transfer have been devoted to single millimetric capillaries [12, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . The relative contributions of bubble caps and lubricating film to the gasliquid mass transfer were discussed more specifically, though the conclusions were mainly drawn for non-reactive systems where likelihood of film saturation with the transferring species drastically jeopardizes such level of discrimination. In such a situation, transfer through bubble caps becomes the only effective pathway turning k L a insensitive to bubble length or channel diameter as observed by Berčič and Pintar [18] . Conversely, for short unit cells (bubble + slug lengths <50 mm) and bubble velocities >0.15 m s −1 , simulations from van Baten and Krishna [19] showed that scalar transport through the film accounts for 60-80% of the overall k L a values. Experimental results of Vandu et al. [12] also confirmed a dominant film contribution for unit cells lower than 25 mm. This latter scenario becomes especially crucial when a heterogeneous reaction occurs at the catalyst coated wall due the generated concentration gradient, and in this case the proposed chemical engineering models often neglect (with varying degrees of success) the possible interaction between the different transfer pathways [24] [25] [26] .
One of the rare and complete examples of a development strategy of a MR was illustrated by Haakana et al. [27] who took lactose oxidation as a study case. They used several different mockup experiments to study separately different phenomena, e.g., hydrodynamics, mass transfer and intrinsic kinetics, and ultimately, the different sub-models were combined for a complete mathematical description. Except this relatively detailed study, a methodology for scale-up or design of a MR apparatus accounting for local inter-channel disparities of the hydrodynamics and concentrations stemming from unequal flow distribution in the parallel channels is rarely proposed.
In the present work, a strategy for modelling a MR as a whole is described. The objective is to develop a pre-design tool for industrial-scale reactors applied to highly exothermal reactions. Ascending Taylor flow is assumed in the channels, and a model reaction rate is considered to occur at channel walls. The chosen strategy allows focusing on gas-liquid mass transfer as part and parcel of the entire mass transport mechanisms in the unit cells as a key-point for MR performance. Thus these phenomena are specifically modelled and simulated by means of Computational Fluid Dynamics. For a given set of operating parameters (i.e., fixed gas and liquid flow rates), the overall and local mass transfer rates are quantified and discussed for various values of unit cell length and reaction rate.
Proposed method for MR modelling

Principles
In the present work, a pre-design tool for industrial-scale monolith reactors is built thanks to simplifying assumptions and numerical simulations. The studied technology consists in a monolithic metal structure offering thin circular channels dedicated to reaction and a cooling fluid circulating in the hollow structure. The reacting circular channels are 0.2-1 m long -depending on reaction yield to be achieved-, and have an internal diameter of a few millimetres. The channels can be fed in gas and liquid by means of standard fluid distribution systems (spray nozzle and shower head to name a few) although their inherent imperfections are known to impact the distribution of fluids among the MR channels. The channels are coated with a few micron thin catalytic layers in addition to host a gas-liquid segmented flow (the so-called Taylor flow) resulting in the full problem to be three-dimensional, locally nonstationary and strongly intermingled with coupled multiphysics phenomena (complex hydrodynamics, mass and heat transfer, catalytic reaction) which necessitate descriptions altogether at the film/catalytic layer, channel and reactor scales. The modelling strategy consists in representing each phenomenon with the required level of complexity by progressing step-wise from the local scale to the reactor scale; for that purpose, the CFD software COMSOL Multiphysics ® is chosen as it allows to couple the different physics as well as different scales. At each modelling stage, the simulation results will be compared to theoretical results from literature, or to experimental measurements obtained from dedicated setups: jacketed single-channel reactor, cold transparent mock-ups for hydrodynamic regime and mal-distribution purpose, and complete MR.
As a first assumption, a spatially uniform temperature is considered for the monolith framework owing to its high thermal conductivity and to the fast coolant circulation. On the other hand, the effect of uneven fluid distribution will be simply accounted for by combining outflows from channels fed with different gas and liquid flow rates; the way single channels are being fed is based on phase-retention mapping and residence time distribution studies developed in the cold mock-ups.
These two rules are sufficient to use a single-channel approach to model the reactor.
Implementation of computational fluid dynamics model
General approach
In this work, an approach inspired from Fukagata et al. [28] and Gupta et al. [29] is chosen for describing Taylor flow in milli-and microchannels using the so-called unit cell (UC, Fig. 1 ) in which a gas bubble is surrounded by a liquid film and separated by two liquid half-slugs. The UC is represented in a reference frame moving with the bubble. This approach is relevant as long as the considered UC is far enough from the inlet and outlet of the channel. Many computational works dedicated to the modelling of fully-developed Taylor flow in micro-and milli-channels use numerical tracking of the deformation and the motion of gas-liquid interface [28, 30, 31] . Here, because of the low capillary number (O(10 −3 )), the bubble shape can be considered non-deformable [32] ; it is described by means of two hemispherical caps and a cylindrical body of radius R B , as depicted in Fig. 1 . The channel cross-section being circular, a 2D-axysimmetric representation of the system is used. The film thickness ␦ f beween bubble and wall is estimated from the semi-empirical relation developed by Aussillous and Quéré [33] : In gas-liquid Taylor flow, the pressure gradients in the liquid phase are much greater than those in the gas phase, typically linked to viscosity differences, i.e., L » G . Due to the much smaller viscosity in gas phase, viscous effects at the bubble surface are neglected. Furthermore, the bubble being also non-deformable, the influence of gas phase phenomena on liquid phase behavior can be neglected in this problem. Hence, as assumed by other authors [19] [20] [21] 23] , the liquid flow is the only computed phase, and a slip boundary condition (or zero-shear-stress condition) is set at bubble surface. The relevance of this approach will be validated in the following by comparison of hydrodynamic results to literature.
Mathematical modelling
The liquid flow is upward, incompressible, and laminar (liquid Re < 840). Upon enabling mass transfer calculations, the modification of liquid phase properties can safely be neglected (one-way coupling) to consider the liquid hydrodynamics stationary and thus fully obtainable in a decoupled manner. To do so, the CFD software COMSOL Multiphysics ® 5.1 is used first to solve the following equations:
Continuity equation:
Momentum equation:
Once hydrodynamics is solved, the velocity field is used to underlie the calculation of mass exchange between bubble interface and liquid phase. Unlike most of the previous works [19] [20] [21] 23 ], a steady-state convection-diffusion equation is solved. The transport of the dissolved gas is thus described by:
Dis-solved gas con-sump-tion is ac-counted for at the UC wall to pre-vent the triv-ial so-lu-tion of com-plete UC sat-u-ra-tion. The boundary conditions of Eqs. (2), (3) and (4) are detailed next.
Boundary conditions for hydrodynamics modelling
For hydrodynamics calculations, periodic boundary conditions are set on opposite frontiers of the domain: velocity profiles are forced to be identical on inlet and outlet boundaries, and pressure drop ( P) is imposed. The other boundary conditions are: axial symmetry, moving wall on channel wall, and perfect slip condition on the gas-liquid interface. A pressure constraint point is chosen in the computational domain to establish a reference for pressure field calculation. In this work, as the flow of gas phase is not solved, the computed pressure drop corresponds to single-phase pressure variation of the liquid surrounding an object with wall perfect slip. The pressure drop over the unit cell depends strongly on viscous shear at the wall in the lubrication film and thus on film thickness and on viscosity, and cannot be easily determined; according to literature, the most common value used in similar computational works is zero. However, validity of such an assumption can be challenged by the fact that the energy loss due to the shear stress on the wall is difficult to ignore. To lift such a constraint, numerical evaluation of pressure drop is carried out by means of another simulation strategy, the open unit cell strategy, where a velocity profile is imposed at the inlet boundary, while relative pressure is set to zero at the outlet boundary with condition of normal flow. A Hagen-Poiseuille velocity profile is imposed at inlet boundary which, according to literature, insures very relevant velocity field in film and fully developed slug [19, 34] . Hence, this open unit cell strategy allows evaluating UC pressure drop, while the periodic strategy captures the exact Taylor flow that develops in the channel at any axial position far from the physical capillary inlet and outlet.
Mass transfer modelling and processing
At bubble interface, a Dirichlet boundary condition is used, where dissolved gas concentration is set equal to the thermodynamic saturation (c*). The catalytic reaction at the wall acting as a sink induces a local consumption rate of the dissolved gas. A sink flux is set as boundary condition at the wall; the value of this flux is equated with a first order surface reaction rate, the rate constant (K C ) of which is 6 × 10 −5 m s −1 . The flux of dissolved gas transferred "interfacially" in the UC was checked to be 3 orders of magnitude lower than its advected flux counterparts entering and leaving the cell. This feature provides prima facie evidence for setting periodic conditions for inlet and outlet boundaries of the unit cell (identical radial profiles in dissolved gas concentration). Thus, the steadystate concentration field is arrived at by viewing mass transfer flux at bubble interface and gas consumption at the wall as strictly equal. It allows evaluation of gas-liquid mass transfer flux for the unit cell: the gas molar flux leaving the bubble (N) is calculated by computing the following surface integral over the gas-liquid interface (axisymmetric mode):
where corresponds to the bubble interface.
A unit cell volumetric mass transfer coefficient can then be defined with respect to the volume averaged concentration of dissolved gas in the unit cell:
The volumetric mass transfer coefficient k L a is then calculated from:
The transferred gas flux components are likewise dissected for specific zones of the bubble interface: front and back caps, and cylindrical part (lubricating film zone), and their contribution to the overall mass transfer evaluated.
Studied geometry and operating parameters
The hydrodynamic characteristics of the Taylor flow in milliand micro-channels, as the ratio of bubble to slug length, the bubble shape and the film thickness (␦ f ), mainly depend on channel diameter (d c ), fluid properties and superficial velocities. The relevant non-dimensional numbers to describe the problem are the Capillary, Reynolds and Eötvös/Bond numbers: they compare the relative importance between viscous, surface tension, inertia and gravitational effects [29, 32, 35] . The present work focuses on the description of Taylor flow in the reacting circular channels of a monolith, and the geometry details are inspired from a study case developed by van Baten and Krishna [19] which characteristic parameters are shown in Table 1 (reference case of this work).
The developed Taylor flow depends on the set of gas and liquid flow rates whereby various unit cell lengths, and thus various bubble frequencies, are to occur. The unit cell length (L UC ) cannot be a priori determined; in experiments this length is controlled by the fluid properties and by the technology of the feeding system (T or Y-junction, for instance). To check the influence of unit cell length (or bubble frequency) onto mass transfer efficiency, several unit cell lengths are tested (Table 1) .
Mesh features, numerical parameters and sensitivity study
CFD modelling of Taylor flow needs special care regarding mesh resolution especially nearby the interfaces where steep velocity and concentration gradients emerge, in particular in the very thin lubrication liquid film. As documented by several authors [30, 36] , poor mesh resolution prevents capture of the exact details of the flow field around the bubble. Thus, Gupta et al. [30] recommended a minimum of five mesh elements across the liquid film. In the present work, a user-controlled mesh was used (See additional figure in Appendix A): a free triangular mesh is built on the domain, and optimized by adjusting element size and growth rate near bubble surface and channel wall. A boundary layer mesh (quadrilateral elements) was also created close to these boundaries.
To make sure that the implemented mesh is precise enough, a mesh sensitivity study was performed by varying the number and size of elements and by checking the variations of the calculated pressure drop in the unit cell (UC). For the UC of reference (same geometry as van Baten & Krishna's case), the number of elements was increased from 33,347 to 226,789 ( Table 2) . As a compromise between computational time and results accuracy, a grid with 77,318 cells where the smallest element size is 0.8 m, was chosen. For comparison, van Baten & Krishna used 72,890 elements and 1 m smallest cell size. For each UC length, the same strategy was repeated to obtain relevant a mesh.
Furthermore, to achieve results with higher accuracy, a P2-P1 mixed-order interpolation scheme has been then used with piecewise quadratic approximation of velocity components and piecewise linear approximation of pressure. P3 finite elements are applied for concentration field. In these conditions, less than 2% difference has been found between Mesh 2 and 4 for both pressure gradient and volumetric mass transfer coefficient.
Results and discussion
Velocity field
We recall that Mesh 2 (see Table 2 ) is used. Boundary conditions of perfect slip and no slip are set on bubble interface and channel wall, respectively. The UC pressure drop is evaluated in advance by means of an open unit cell calculation.
Velocity contours and velocity profiles in slug and in film
For the reference case (case 1, Table 1 ), Fig. 2 shows the velocity field obtained in a frame moving with the bubble where the recirculation streamlines take indeed place in the slug (Fig. 2a,b) . In addition, Fig. 2c shows that, in the lubrication film, the flow develops rapidly showcasing translational invariance of the velocity profile from z = 0.1 mm from film entrance; in the film the liquid appears to move opposite to the direction of bubble motion.
Slug vortices are induced by viscous effects initiated in the vicinity of wall and can be observed in slugs in Taylor flows for Ca < 0.5 [37] . This behavior was first reported by Taylor in 1961 [38] and has been confirmed by numerous experimental and numerical studies [39, 40] . The slug recirculatory motion is at the origin of the notorious intense mixing, heat and mass transfer observed in Taylor flows. Transposing the radial velocity profiles in the laboratory frame (stationary wall, rising bubble) provides post-facto confirmation that a Hagen-Poiseuille flow is retrieved in the major part of the slug (Fig. 3a) . This behavior is expected when considering that the liquid slug is sufficiently long to allow a fully developed flow to be attained away from bubble nose and tail [39] . In the stationary frame, the mean velocity of liquid flow (i.e., velocity averaged over channel cross section) is equal to U TP , where U TP is defined as the sum of superficial velocities of gas and liquid. However, as classically observed in Taylor flows [41] , the bubble moves slightly faster than U TP and, to satisfy mass conservation, liquid moves slower than the bubble in the film region, and in some cases it moves in the opposite direction. In the present described situation, "downward" motion of liquid occurs in the film; as a consequence, in the frame of reference moving with the bubble, liquid is observed to move downward and slightly faster than the wall.
Influence of pressure difference over unit cell
The value to be taken for unit cell pressure drop in liquid phase P is hardly discussed in literature describing computational stud- Table 1 ).
ies based on the periodic unit cell approach. In the work of Shao et al. [20] for instance, gravitational forces are neglected because the channel is horizontal, and pressure drop due to viscous shear is taken to 0 over the unit cell ("P in = P out "); in that of van Baten and Krishna [19] (upflow configuration) only hydrostatic pressure appears to have been accounted for. To check the relevance of this choice, the P value imposed accross computational domain is varied in the present work; the velocity profile at outlet of the film zone is scrutinized for both scenarii. As observed on Fig. 3b , the velocity profile obtained when pressure drop is forced to 0 and gravitational force neglected in Eq. (3) is in excellent agreement with the profile found by van Baten and Krishna; in particular, a velocity magnitude of −0.32 m s −1 is observed at bubble interface. When pressure drop over the unit cell is forced to the value previously computed from the open Unit Cell approach, liquid flows slightly faster in the film and the interfacial velocity reaches −0.33 m s −1 . This tiny gap represents a low relative difference of 3% for maximum velocity in film region whereas, in the middle of the slug, where Poiseuille profile is established, the two assumptions lead to very similar velocity values on channel axis too (0.84% of relative difference). These results explain and approve practices found in previous CFD studies: as far as hydrodynamics are concerned, pressure drop over unit cell can be neglected.
Influence of boundary condition used at bubble interface
To check further the reliability of the present calculations, the velocity profile in the developed zone of the lubrication film is compared to the analytical model proposed by Abiev [41] . This author derived an exact lubrication solution of gas and liquid flows in the channel cross-section where the film is fully developed. Con- Fig. 4 . Velocity profiles in liquid film for different boundary conditions at bubble surface (case 1, see Table 1 ).
tinuity and momentum equations are analytically solved for both phases. At gas-liquid interface, the continuity of the distribution of the velocity and shear stress is set as boundary condition:
In the lubrication solution, the pressure drop is an output of the model. The velocity profile obtained for liquid phase with Abiev's model is plotted in Fig. 4 along with the one obtained with COMSOL ® using perfect slip condition at bubble surface and a value of pressure drop issued from open unit cell calculation. As can be seen, the perfect slip condition leads to results close to Abiev's model; in particular, both maximum axial velocities in the film (at bubble surface) differ of 6% only. Therefore the perfect slip condition is relevant to model liquid flow in the unit cell.
The influence on mass transport of the slight difference in liquid flow rate in the film has still to be further investigated to highlight the impact of the two boundary conditions discussed above.
Concentration field
Contour plots of simulated concentration (Fig. 5a) show that the liquid phase content in the slug is almost uniform in dissolved gas, showing an average concentration of 85% of c*. Some thin zones are close to saturation (Fig. 5b) : a diffusion layer near bubble interface, and a band along channel axis, where dissolved gas is advected by liquid flow recirculation. Zooming near the wall (Fig. 5c ) instructs on the fact that a concentration gradient takes place crosswisse through the entire film thickness by virtue of the wall reaction, and that the finite reaction characteristic time allows at the wall a low (but non-zero) dissolved gas concentration (20% of c*).
Mass transfer characteristics
The mass transfer behavior will be described in detail for the reference case (case 1, Table 1 ), and for additional reparameterized cases where the reaction rate constant and bubble frequency are varied. The first objective out of this sensitivity exercise is to understand which parts of the bubble interface are the main contributors to the unit cell overall mass transfer. The second is to highlight any influence of bubble frequency on UC mass transfer efficiency, in which instance this parameter should be taken into account in monolith reactor design and scale-up. This point introduces a peculiar complexity into the problem, as it is difficult, especially in industrial operations, to either predict or control how gas and liquid split and re-agregate into bubbles and slugs at channel inlet. The dependency of bubble and slug lengths on operating parameters has been extensively studied. However, despite a Table 1) .
number of empirical correlations thus far proposed, yet the heterogeneous outcomes out of them still suggest that this aspect requires more mature understanding to be achieved in the future [42] .
Reference case
As explained earlier, the volumetric mass transfer coefficient, k L a, is derived from the field of dissolved gas concentration. It is worth mentioning that stationary simulations of a single periodic unit cell do not take into account the entrance section of channel, where liquid phase is often almost free from dissolved gas leading to high gas-liquid transfer rate. As a consequence, the present approach probably slightly under-estimates the k L a values, in regard with the corresponding experimental situations. However, the tube length allowing the development of a stable concentration field in the unit cell is probably very short: as described by authors performing dynamic simulation of mass tranfer in a unit cell with homogeneous reaction [20] , this distance corresponds roughly to the time needed for the liquid in the slug to enrich in dissolved gas in the vicinity of bubble caps, that is to describe a complete circulation cycle within the slug. For the present case of simulation, it represents less than two times the unit cell length.
With respect to the validation of the chosen boundary conditions and to the slight difference in liquid flow rate they induce for the film region, it is important to note that the mean slug concentration and k L a values differ by 0.6% and 1.1% only, respectively, when pressure drop is taken into account or not. As a consequence, it can be stated that a small difference in the transport of dissolved gas from film to back half-slug has no significant influence of mass transfer characteristics. This definitively validates the conventional choices found in literature for unit cell pressure drop and interface boundary conditions. The calculated k L a values are compared to those derived from several literature correlations, given in Table 3 . These relations were obtained for different configurations (regarding film saturation level) and either from experimental or numerical results. Berčič & Pintar's correlation (Eq. (A)) was built based on experimental results of methane absorption in water obtained in capillaries of 1.5, 2.5 and 3.1 mm diameter. The authors reported that major part of mass transfer occured through the bubble caps, probably as liquid film was quickly saturated in their conditions [12] . Therefore, k L a was found to mostly depend upon liquid slug length and velocity, while gas bubble length and channel diameter had a negligible effect. Van Baten & Krishna's correlation (Eqs. (B) and (C)) was obtained from CFD simulations. It splits k L a into two principal contributions: one from the bubble caps and the other from the film. The first one is based on Higbie's penetration model and the second one on falling film model. Eq. (B) uses the exact dimensions of bubble, film and slug, unlike Eq. (C) where these dimensions are estimated from knowledge of the operating parameters. Eq. (D) proposed by Vandu et al. [12] considers the film contribution only, based on van Baten and Krishna's work: the constant factor was verified to be 4.5 as best fitting their experimental data obtained from experiments of air absorption in water in 1-3 mm capillaries with circular and square cross-sections. This correlation should then be valid for Taylor flows in which film contribution is dominant. Eq. (E) from Yue et al. [15] was derived for narrow channels (<1 mm) in addition to high gas and liquid superficial velocities (1 m s −1 < U TP < 12 m s −1 ). Shao et al. [20] tuned the multiplicative constant in Eq. (D) to match CFD results for the case of CO 2 absorption into an aqueous solution of NaOH.
Comparison between present k L a values and those predicted by van Baten and Krishna's correlation (Eq. (B) in Table 3 ) shows a difference of 5.3%. Note that the present simulations correspond to the conditions used by van Baten and Krishna, i.e., short contact time of the liquid film (t film < 0.1 ␦ f 2 D −1 ). Eq. (C) with estimated parameters leads to less accurate results than Eq. (B), as can be seen on Fig. 6 .
Correlations from Vandu et al. [12] (Eq. (D)) and Shao et al. [20] (Eq. (F)) in which film contribution is preponderant underpredict the k L a value. In contrast, Berčič and Pintar correlation [18] (Eq. (A)) was established for long bubbles with almost saturated films and does not reflect the present simulated conditions; it leads to an overprediction of mass transfer coefficient. Finally, Eq. (E) by Yue et al. [15] underestimates our current results, probably because it was derived for channels much narrower than in this study in addition to much higher gas and liquid superficial velocities.
The good agreement obtained with Eq. (B) proves the relevance of the simplified approach proposed in the present work to describe mass transfer in thin channels (stationnary mode, gas phase not modelled). Table 4 summarizes the contributions of different parts of bubble surface to mass transfer as obtained in our simulation. As long as experimental studies are unable to achieve such contributional dissections, our approach can prove very useful in gaining insights in this complext subject. Table 4 shows that film surface represents 64% of total bubble surface and contributes to 64% of overall transferred molar flux.
Notwithstanding, our simulation result is in agreement with general observations that lubrication film contribution is the major one in the case of wall reaction [12] . Each bubble cap represents 18% of total bubble surface only, but front cap contributes 4 times more than back cap to mass transfer, as the corresponding relative mass transfer fluxes are 29% and 7%, respectively. The quite limited contribution of bubble back cap can be explained by the moderate liquid velocities (Fig. 7) observed in the vicinity of bubble back cap as compared to front cap, leading to moderate drainage of dissolved gas in this region. 
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Comparison of mass transfer coefficients computed in this work against those predicted from several literature correlations. Fig. 7 . Velocity field on bubble front and back caps for case 1 (Table 1) .
Furthermore, our steady-state approach offers the possibility of calculation of "local" volumetric mass transfer coefficients, related to gas-liquid interfacial area calculated for different parts of the bubble, and to local average concentration in liquid phase. It has to be borne in mind that, for the film area, the driving force used in k L a calculation is taken as (c*-c wall ). The values gathered in Table 4 show for the present case with wall reaction that k L a value, unlike mass transfer flux, is more important for bubble front cap with regard to film and back cap values. This observation raises then the following question: is film contribution to mass transfer flux still dominant when film surface is significantly reduced? This point is checked in the next section.
Influence of bubble frequency
With respect to the reference case, additional situations are simulated, where gas and liquid flow rates are kept constant, as well as bubble velocity and gas holdup in unit cell, and where bubble frequency is the only varied parameter. L UC (reference value is 40 mm, corresponding to 25 bubbles per meter on channel) is divided by factors 2 and 3 (hereinafter referred to as "case 2" and "case 3", respectively), leading to smaller bubbles ( Fig. 8) : bubble surface reaches 56% and 41% of total reference bubble surface, respectively. On the other hand, unit cell length decreases with increasing bubble frequency in a less extent than bubble surface, leading to higher gas-liquid area per cubic meter of channel. Table 5 summarizes the considered cases and the main results.
As observed, the overall k L a value is improved by 35% for a threefold increase of bubble frequency (from case of reference to case 3). This k L a enhancement cannot be fully attributed to the increase of interfacial area, which is only of 21%. A probable explanation is that shorter slugs lead to intensified liquid recirculation and thus to more efficient transport processes.
Back bubble cap remains poorly contributing, with only 19% of the overall transferred gas rate in case 3. Bubble surface in the film area decreases with bubble frequency (accounting for only 14% only of total bubble surface for the highest tested bubble frequency), and so does its contribution to overall unit cell mass transfer rate, reaching 22% only for case 3; film contribution dominance stops in benefit to bubble front cap contribution (59% of total transferred mass, in case 3). To offset this phenomenon, film contribution could be enhanced via a steeper concentration gradient between bubble and wall, i.e., by thinning the film or in other words by slowing the flow. However, faster flow would enhance circulation within slugs, as recommended in the literature [42] . In situations where film contribution to mass transfer is dominant, low superficial velocities should still be prefered, keeping in mind that total superficial fluid velocity directly impacts the overall residence time and channel reaction yield. Considering the steep concentration gradients near the wall when a catalytic reaction is present, the influence of reaction rate on film and cap contributions may be of primary importance.
Influence of reaction rate at the wall
From case of reference (L UC = 0.040 mm and K C = 6 × 10 −5 m s −1 ), three new cases are described, where reaction rate coefficient K C is quenched by a factor of 50 (case (1 ′ )), or inflated by a factor of 5 (case (2 ′ )), or brought to infinity, i.e., c wall = 0 (case (3 ′ )). For the four cases examined here, bubble surface, unit cell dimensions, and operating parameters (fluid flow rates) are identical. The results in volume average concentration in slug, wall concentration, mass transfer flux, and local or global k L a values, are summarized in Table 6 . As expected, the average slug concentration (c s,mean ) and wall concentration decrease upon igniting further the reaction rate. It can be observed that, in all cases, the mean concentration in dissolved gas is the same for the front and the back half-slugs. For slow reaction rate (case (1 ′ )), the slug average concentration equals 98% of saturation concentration, whereas it reaches 74.8% for infinite reaction rate (c wall = 0). Similarly, the overall molar transferred flux in the unit cell (i.e., molar flux due to reaction rate at wall) increases sharply with increasing rate constant. Interestingly, these increases are not proportional since c wall also simultaneously decreases for a soaring K C value.
Irrespective of the studied cases, contributions of film and caps to mass transfer flux are strictly the same. This observation proves that, for short non-saturated films, mass flux exchanged between bubble and wall may depend on operating parameters and on bubble and slug relative dimensions, but not on reaction rate at the wall.
Conclusions and perspectives
This mass transfer study was part of a wider modelling strategy which aims at modelling a monolith reactor as a whole by accounting only for the required level of complexity for the description of the phenomena occurring at the film, channel and reactor scales.
Comparison with results of a multiphase flow model proved that at low capillary numbers, the hydrodynamics of Taylor flow can be adequately approximated by calculations on liquid phase only, neglecting unit cell pressure drop and using slip conditions at the bubble interface.
Gas-liquid mass transfer rate was evaluated for short films and reactive conditions, closer to those of interest, which also ensure that both film and slug regions remain contributive throughout the capillary; it was shown that transferred mass flux and average concentration vary with surface reaction rate, but not the relative contribution of film and caps to the overall mass transfer. k L a values close to 0.1 m 3 L m −3 UC s −1 were obtained for a 3 mm diameter channel and bubble velocity of 0.3 m s −1 , in good agreement with the correlation of van Baten and Krishna which was also established for steady state values. Other literature correlations either included the effect of the inlet dissolved gas-depleted zones or were developed for rather different bubble contacting time, leading to larger discrepancies. Despite same hemispherical shape applied for front and rear bubble caps, the two zones were not found equivalent in terms of gas transferred rates. The rear bubble zone exhibited, as a consequence of a lower local liquid velocity, a more tepid activity, three to four times lesser than the bubble nose region. Such effect should be accentuated for a more realistic bubble shape (with elongated nose and flattened back) due to significant difference in corresponding surface areas. For the rather short unit cells investigated (with length 4-14 times the capillary diameter), film contribution to mass transfer flux varies in a wider range than usually reported, coming down from 64% (in the Van Baten and Krishna's reference case) to 20% when unit cell size is significantly reduced, and pointing out that the approximation based on gas holdup and unit cell length for film length ceases to be a valid approximation. Further work will examine end effects by simulating several unit cells with open boundary conditions and will extend the parametric study to shorter slugs, longer bubbles, larger capillary numbers and different bubble velocities to assess the relative contribution of bubble/film zones for a wider range of operating conditions.
